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a b s t r a c t

Durability is a major limitation of current proton exchange membrane fuel cells. Mechanical stress due
to hygro-thermal cycling is one failure mechanism of the polymer electrolyte membrane. In previous
work the cyclic rate, temperature, and hydration dependent elastic–viscoplastic mechanical behavior
of Nafion has been extensively investigated in uniaxial and biaxial tension, serving as a data basis and
means of validation for a three-dimensional constitutive model. Here, the important effect of loading via
constrained swelling is studied. Specifically, two types of loading are investigated: partially constrained
swelling via a bimaterial swelling test and hygro-thermal cycling within a fuel cell. The bimaterial swelling
conditions are examined via experiments in conjunction with modeling. Nafion/GDL bimaterial strips
were hydrated and observed to curl significantly with the membrane on the convex side due to the
large Nafion hygro-expansion coefficient. Upon drying the bimaterial strips developed a slight reverse
curvature with the membrane on the concave side due to the plastic deformation which had occurred
in the membrane during hydration. Finite element simulations utilizing the Nafion constitutive model
successfully predicted the behavior during hydration and drying, providing insight on the constrained
swelling physics and the ability of the model to predict such events. Simulations of in situ fuel cell hygro-

thermal cycling are performed via a simplified two-dimensional fuel cell model. The simulation results
confirm the finding of other studies that a tensile stress develops in the membrane during drying. Further,
a concentration of negative hydrostatic pressure is found to develop just inside the channel region in the
dried state supporting the theory of hygro-thermal driven mechanical stresses causing pinhole formation
in the channel. The amplitude of the pressure cycling is found to be large and sensitive to both hygro-
thermal ramp time and hold time. This finding is important for guiding both start-up and shut-down

ed lif
procedures and accelerat

. Background

The proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) is a promis-
ng clean technology for converting chemical energy into electrical
nergy, particularly for transportation. Insufficient durability is one
f the major factors inhibiting the widespread distribution of this
echnology. In particular, the membrane electrode assembly (MEA),
hich consists of a selectively permeable polymer electrolyte
embrane (PEM) with a catalyst layer and porous carbon electrode

upport on each side, is known to fail under the cyclic operating

onditions of automobiles. The PEM is responsible for conducting
rotons while preventing hydrogen and oxygen gas crossover. Until
ecently, durability research has focused on preventing degradation
ue to chemical attacks, however, with progress against chemical
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attacks focus has shifted to the increasingly significant mechani-
cal degradation modes [1]. Cyclic mechanical loading results from
water content driven swelling and deswelling of the membrane
within the partially constrained environment of the fuel cell. Gas
crossover has been seen to develop across membranes in fuel cells
subjected only to relative humidity cycling. In particular, it was
found that pinholes develop in the membrane regime bordering
the channel of the bipolar plates [2]. The current PEM benchmark
Nafion, a perfluorosulfonated ionomer manufactured by Du Pont, is
taken as a representative membrane for understanding this failure
mechanism.

In our prior work [3] the uniaxial tensile behavior of Nafion
was characterized under both monotonic and cyclic loading as a
function of rate, temperature, and hydration. Based on this data
a constitutive model was created to describe the hygro-thermal
elastic–viscoplastic stress–strain behavior of Nafion. The model

was shown to capture the stress–strain behavior of Nafion over
a wide range of uniaxial loadings histories [3] and later shown to
accurately predict the stress–strain behavior of Nafion over a range
of biaxial loading histories [4]. This paper explores the constrained
swelling induced and hydration dependent mechanical response of

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2010.11.116
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03787753
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jpowsour
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strain rate. The linear superposition of the effects of temperature
and water content (captured as moles of water per mole of sulfonic
acid group as typical in the Nafion literature, here called �) is seen to
work well. The cyclic behavior remains qualitatively the same with

B
P{ {

I N
M.N. Silberstein, M.C. Boyce / Journa

he material and the model. Bimaterial swelling tests are conducted
n the membrane bonded to a gas diffusion layer material, which
rovides a constrained state of the membrane upon hydration and
roduces membrane stresses and a measurable deformation, the
urvature of the bilayer. The ability of the model to predict con-
trained swelling loading conditions is assessed with respect to
hese experiments. The validated model is then applied to a simpli-
ed fuel cell duty cycle in order to understand and predict stress and
train evolution and potential failure mechanisms of membranes in
perating fuel cells.

. Experimental methods

.1. Materials

Commercially available dispersion cast NRE211 films (thickness
= 27 �m, Dupont, Ion Power Inc.) and NRE212 films (thickness
= 54 �m, Dupont, Ion Power Inc.) were used for the experimen-
al characterization of Nafion. The films were stored in a desiccator
abinet upon removal from the initial packaging to minimize vari-
bility in data from aging and humidity effects.

Commercially available LT 1200-N (thickness t = 180 �m, E-Tek,
uel Cell Store) was used for the GDL material for the bimaterial
welling tests.

.2. Uniaxial tension

Uniaxial tension tests were conducted on Nafion NRE212 under
onotonic, cyclic, stress relaxation, and creep histories, at constant

ngineering strain rates from 00.1 s−1 to 0.1 s−1, at temperatures
rom 25 ◦C to 100 ◦C, and at various water contents [3].

.3. Biaxial tension

Biaxial tests were performed on Nafion NRE211 laser cut into
cruciform shape. Biaxial tests were conducted on the thin film
ulti-axial tensile machine developed in the Bio-Instrumentation

ab at MIT modified from the design of Herrmann [4,5].

.4. Bimaterial swelling

Bimaterial specimens were prepared by hot pressing Nafion
NRE211 and NRE212) onto a single piece of GDL (thickness
= 180 �m, E-Tek LT 1200-N) at 120 ◦C for 5 min. Specimens were
hen cut to 1.5 mm × 15 mm strips with a razor guided by a straight
dge. One end of the specimen was clamped into Zwick screw grips
uch that 5 mm of the specimen remained unclamped (Fig. 1). The
pecimen was then sprayed with deionized water from the GDL
ide. The deformation was imaged over 5 h via a Qimaging Retiga
300 camera.

. Constitutive model review

In prior work of the authors, a three-dimensional constitu-
ive model for Nafion was developed and implemented as a user

aterial subroutine in the finite element program Abaqus [3].
onotonic and cyclic uniaxial tension experiments over a range

n strain rates and environmental conditions were used to fit and
alidate the model. This model and the experimentally observed
niaxial behavior will be briefly reviewed here to facilitate under-

tanding of the results.

The elastic–viscoplastic constitutive model is depicted rheo-
ogically in Fig. 2, it consists of an intermolecular deformation

echanism (Mechanism I) acting in parallel with a molecular net-
ork alignment mechanism (Mechanism N). The intermolecular
Fig. 1. Experimental setup for bimaterial test.

mechanism, rheologically depicted as an elastic spring in series
with a viscoplastic dashpot (P), represents the resistance to defor-
mation due to the intermolecular interactions where the spring
captures the stiffness of these interactions and the nonlinear dash-
pot captures the yielding of these interactions. The intermolecular
mechanism has a back stress (B) on the viscoplastic element which
develops during loading to assist inelastic recovery. The network
mechanism is a nonlinear spring which captures the resistance
due to the stretching and orientation of the molecular network.
The intermolecular resistance is strongly dependent on temper-
ature and hydration, decreasing significantly when the polymer
goes from the glassy state into the glass–rubber transition regime
(∼60–120 ◦C). The network resistance is operational at all temper-
atures. The hygro-thermal swelling, which is assumed to be both
linear and isotropic, is a source of inelastic deformation within the
intermolecular leg.

A summary of results from this model compared with uniaxial
tensile experimental data is shown in Fig. 3. The model is able to
capture the linear-elastic response, the rate dependent distributed
yield event, and the nonlinear strain hardening under monotonic
and cyclic tensile loading. Additionally it is able to capture the
nonlinear unloading and reloading observed to be characteristic
of cyclic loading both as a function of strain and as a function of
Fig. 2. Rheological depiction of Nafion constitutive model.
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ig. 3. Comparison of constitutive model predictions with experimental data for
mbient conditions (25 ◦C, � = 1.5), (b) monotonic behavior as a function of tempe
= 11), (d) stress relaxation in air and water (25 ◦C).

a–c) Reprinted from Silberstein and Boyce 2010 [3].

hanges in temperature and hydration and is well captured by the
ame stiffness and yield dependence that governs the monotonic
ehavior. The evolution of stress relaxation and creep (not shown)
hrough yield are also well predicted by the model.

A summary of results from the model compared with exper-
mental data from biaxial tensile tests conducted on cruciform
pecimens is shown in Fig. 4. The degree of biaxiality B is defined
s the rate of applied extension in the 1-direction over the rate
f applied extension in the 2-direction. The specimen exhibits an
lastic–plastic response with features similar to the uniaxial behav-
or. The biaxial effect on the stress–strain response is apparent.
n the 2-direction both the stiffness and the yield stress increase

ith increasing degree of biaxiality. The stress response in the 1-
irection decreases as expected with decreasing degree of biaxiality
ince there is less strain applied in that direction. The simulations
ell capture the initial stiffness, the yield, and the post-yield behav-

or as observed for 1- and 2-direction stress–strain histories for
iffering degrees of biaxiality, indicating high accuracy of the model
or biaxial loading. The cyclic behavior (not shown) is qualitatively
imilar to the uniaxial cyclic behavior: there is a non-linear unload-
ng and reloading with a reduced yield upon reloading. The cyclic
ehavior is also captured by the model [4]. We can see that the
ramework used to incorporate the uniaxial behavior into a three-
imensional model is in fact capable of predicting the multiaxial
eformation response of the membrane.
. Bimaterial testing results and discussion

The swelling of a bimaterial Nafion/GDL strip was chosen
o interrogate the constrained swelling-induced and hydration
al tensile loading of NRE212: (a) cyclic behavior at different maximum strains at
and hydration, (c) cyclic behavior at different maximum strains in water (25 ◦C,

dependent mechanical stress aspects of Nafion behavior and to
assess the ability of the constitutive model to capture this behavior.
When water is sprayed on the bilayer, the Nafion membrane will
attempt to swell in all directions, but the GDL will constrain expan-
sion in the membrane plane, creating a net compressive force in
the membrane and a net tensile force on the GDL which must bal-
ance to satisfy force and moment equilibrium. These compatibility
and equilibrium conditions will cause the composite bilayer strip
to curl, much as the thermostat bimetallic strips with mismatched
thermal expansion coefficients bend upon a change in tempera-
ture. The bimaterial test has recently been used to estimate the
level of stress experienced by the membrane due to constrained
swelling [6]. This method required the choice of a substrate with
targeted elastic properties to enable an analytical reduction of the
data. Here, the constrained swelling of Nafion bonded to a typical
GDL substrate is examined.

Representative images of the NRE212/GDL strip with mem-
brane thickness 54 �m are shown before testing, while hydrated,
and after drying in Fig. 5. The hydrated state is achieved on the
order of seconds, while the drying occurs over 5 h with most of
the drying occurring during the first half hour. This drying rate is
influenced by water that collects within the clamp. Upon hydra-
tion, the bimaterial strip is observed to curl with the GDL on the
concave side and then to gradually straighten during drying, even-
tually curling in the reverse direction with the membrane on the

concave side. This reverse direction curling can be attributed to
the plastic deformation that occurs within the membrane during
the constrained swelling process. If the swelling deformation were
fully elastic the bimaterial strip would have no curvature in the
final state. The radii of curvatures in the hydrated and dried state
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ig. 5. Images of NRE212 bimaterial swelling test (tNRE212 = 54 �m, tGDL = 180 �m): (

re given in Table 1 along with the corresponding standard devia-
ion.

Table 1 also shows the results for the case of the Nafion
RE211/GDL bilayer where membrane thickness is 27 �m; repre-

entative images are given in Fig. 6. It can be seen that the reduction
n membrane thickness results in a decrease in curvature in the
ydrated state by a factor of two, scaling roughly with membrane
hickness.
The Stoney formula [7] provides an expression for the curvature
k) of a bilayer of a substrate with a stressed thin film:

= 6f

Esh2
s

(1)

able 1
xperimental and simulation results of bimaterial swelling test.

Experiment
Material State Radius (mm) Curvature (m−

NRE212 Hydrated (� = 9.5) 6.8 148
(t = 54 �m) Dried (� = 1.5) 29 35

NRE211 Hydrated (� = 9.5) 14 72
(t = 27 �m) Dried (� = 1.5) 33 30
ial configuration, (b) hydrated and (c) dried. Nafion is on the right side of the strip.

where f is the film force per unit membrane width, Es is the sub-
strate modulus, and hs is the substrate thickness. The film force is a
result of a strain mismatch with the substrate (in this case, a result
of swelling mismatch). The stress may arise from elastic or inelas-
tic behavior of the membrane where the force is the product of the
average membrane stress and the membrane thickness. For the case
where the membrane is elastic-perfectly plastic with yield stress
�y,f, f = �y,fhf. Eq. (1) then provides a simple relationship to either

obtain the curvature given the material behavior or to obtain the
membrane force given the curvature. Considering the membrane
to have yielded, Eq. (1) then indicates a factor of two difference in
curvature for the two thicknesses considered here which is in good
agreement with our measurements. The factor of two arising simply

Simulation
1) Standard deviation (%) Curvature (m−1) Error (%)

7.4 134 9.5
34 34 2.9

28 73 1.4
19 28 6.7
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This indicates that the constitutive model successfully captures and
predicts the swelling kinematics and the effect of swelling on the
elastic–plastic behavior.
ig. 6. Images of NRE211 bimaterial swelling test (tNRE211 = 27 �m, tGDL = 180 �m): (

ue to the membrane force scaling directly with thickness. Quan-
itatively, considering the membrane to have yielded at a hydrated
ield stress of 5 MPa, Eq. (1) predicts k = 139 m−1 for hf = 27 �m and
= 278 m−1 for hf = 54 �m which overpredict the observed curva-

ures.
Taking into account the fact that the film is not thin relative to

he substrate, for the case where the film has fully yielded and the
embrane is approximated as elastic-perfectly plastic, the curva-

ure is given by:

= 6�y,f

hsEs
m�(1 + �) (2)

here m = Ef/Es is the elastic modulus ratio and � = hf/hs is the thick-
ess ratio. Eq. (2) predicts k = 62 m−1 for hf = 27 �m and k = 140 m−1

or hf = 54 �m which is quite similar to the experimental result. This
nalysis neglects secondary effects of the biaxiality of the load-
ng that results from the finite depth of the specimen (1.5 mm)

hich would decrease the curvature and of strain hardening of the
embrane which would increase the curvature.
The dried curvature is sensitive to the length of time the strip

s hydrated since it is a function of the rate dependent plasticity. It
ill be discussed in more depth with respect to the finite element

imulations.
The constitutive model together with the nonlinear finite ele-

ent method is used to simulate the bilayer swelling. The GDL is
ssumed to be linear elastic, characterized by an elastic modulus of
80 MPa and a Poisson’s ratio of 0.25; furthermore, the GDL does
ot swell. The membrane is modeled to hydrate over a time period
f 10 s, held hydrated for 300 s, and then dried exponentially over
600 s (with time constant � = 500 s) for NRE212 and 1800 s (with
ime constant � = 250 s) for NRE211. Exponential drying is chosen
ased on the work of Satterfield and Benziger [8] which shows that
ater desorption is controlled by interfacial mass transport. The
rying is taken to occur twice as fast for NRE211 since desorption
ime is directly proportional to thickness.

Side view images from the 3D finite element simulation results

re shown before testing, while hydrated, and after drying, for
RE212 (Fig. 7) and for NRE211(Fig. 8). It is evident that the sim-
lation matches the experiment qualitatively with the hydrated
urvature for NRE212 approximately twice that for NRE211 and
he dried curvature similar for each. In the hydrated state the
ial configuration, (b) hydrated and (c) dried. Nafion is on the right side of the strip.

stress is compressive throughout the membrane and the magnitude
indicates the membrane has yielded (Fig. 9a). The nonlinearity in
the membrane stress distribution results from plastic deformation.
Stress in the GDL is compressive at the outer surface and increases
linearly, becoming tensile as it approaches the interface with the
membrane. The axis of zero strain is seen to be quite close to the
outer surface. In the dried state, the residual stress in the membrane
is tensile and mirrors the shape of the hydrated stress but is smaller
in magnitude. The stress in the GDL is mostly compressive but is
slightly tensile at the outer surface and is significantly lower than
in the hydrated state. Table 1 shows that the hydrated and dried
curvatures predicted by the model for both NRE212 and NRE211
show excellent quantitative agreement with the experimental data.
Fig. 7. Side view images of the finite element simulation of bimaterial swelling test
with NRE212: (a) initial configuration, (b) hydrated and (c) dried. Nafion is indicated
by dark grey, the GDL is indicated by light grey.
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. In situ fuel cell application of model

The constitutive model has been shown to be effective in pre-
icting cyclic and rate dependent uniaxial stress–strain behavior,
iaxial stress–strain behavior, and bilayer curvature induced by
onstrained swelling. The model is now applied with confidence
o simulate the behavior of Nafion within the constrained load-
ng conditions of a fuel cell. Several groups have simulated in situ

embrane loading using alternative Nafion constitutive mod-
ls. Karlsson and coworkers used first a linear-elastic and then
lastic–plastic models with thermal and hygro-expansion to simu-
ate a membrane within a two-dimensional (assuming plane strain
n the third direction) fuel cell unit consisting of a land and a chan-
el region of the bipolar plate sandwiching an MEA. They explored
xed displacement and fixed load boundary conditions on the bipo-

ar plates for both aligned and un-aligned channels. Their results
howed two key findings when the unit was subjected to hygro-
hermal cycling: (i) normal stresses are significantly larger than

hear stresses; (ii) when plasticity is included in the material model,
ensile stresses develop upon dehydration [9–11]. Solasi et al. sim-
lated the fuel cell as an elastic–plastic membrane subjected to
xed boundary constraints on all four sides and free to expand in
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the through-plane direction. They found that the stress evolution
is a complicated combination of the swelling due to hydration and
the change in properties due to temperature and hydration changes
[12]. Lai et al.[2] performed a similar simulation using a viscoelastic
membrane constitutive model. They found that the stress was ten-
sile during drying, that the peak tensile stress increased with each
cycle, that its value depended on the rate of hydration/dehydration,
and that its value exceeded that of the yield stress suggesting the
need for a viscoplastic model. The work presented here employs
a geometry similar to that of Karlsson and coworkers in order to
study the stress and strain non-uniformity across the channel and
land; following the findings of these previous studies attention will
be drawn to normal stresses in the dried state and the effect of
multiple cycles.

The geometry used in these simulations is shown in Fig 10a;
the 25 �m thick membrane is perfectly bonded to 100 �m thick
gas diffusion layers to form the sandwiched membrane electrode
assembly (MEA). The MEA is placed within aligned bipolar plates,
the land and the vertically open channel are each 0.5 mm. The
repeating nature of the unit cell is captured with symmetry bound-
ary conditions where the MEA is not allowed to expand or contract
in the horizontal direction. The bipolar plates are subject to a
constant force in the vertical direction of 1 N per unit mm depth
corresponding to a nominal stress of 1 MPa per total area or 2 MPa
per contact area. (The results were found to be qualitatively insen-
sitive to the force applied to the bipolar plates.) Plane strain is
assumed in the third dimension, creating a biaxial loading condi-
tion in the membrane plane. The bipolar plates are taken to be rigid
and the gas diffusion layers are modeled as isotropic linear elastic
defined by elastic modulus 180 MPa and Poisson’s ratio 0.25. While
available data suggests that the typical GDL mechanical behavior
is neither isotropic nor linear [13,14], parametric studies showed
these results to be relatively insensitive to a reasonable modu-
lus range and to anisotropy in the GDL given the constant vertical
force constraint and the horizontal membrane constraint imposed
by the rigid bipolar plates. The membrane is subjected to a uni-
form history of water content and temperature changes as shown
in Fig. 10b where the water content is varied from 1.5 to 22 and the
temperature is varied from 25 ◦C to 85 ◦C. Recent simulations by
Kusoglu et al. suggest that a uniform hydration assumption would
be reasonable under open circuit voltage conditions where electro-
osmotic drag does not factor in [11].

When the membrane is hydrated within the fuel cell, the con-
straints of the GDL and the bipolar plate inhibit the swelling,
resulting in significant stress (�) in the membrane. Representative
�11 and �22 contours for the hydrated state are shown in Fig. 11a
top and bottom, respectively. The membrane experiences compres-
sive stress in both the 1- and 2-directions. �22 is largest beneath the
land where the membrane is directly compressed by the clamping
force essentially giving a compressive stress of 2 MPa. Typical �11
and �22 contours for the dried state are shown in Fig. 11b top and
bottom, respectively. �22 is compressive and again largely depen-
dent on the applied force constraint. �11 is tensile throughout the
membrane and largest just inside the channel. This tensile stress
arises due to prior plastic deformation of the membrane during the
hydration process. The plastic strain (εp) in the hydrated and dried
states is shown in Fig. 12. In both states εp

11 is negative throughout
the membrane and εp

22 is positive throughout the membrane. Both
of these components of the plastic strain are greater in the chan-
nel as a result of the reduced constraint/pressure and larger Mises
stress, this effect is more exaggerated for a larger constant force

constraint (not shown). The development of plastic strain and the
resulting tensile stress during cycling strongly supports the con-
cept of mechanically driven membrane failure in fuel cells. One
of the more subtle aspects of this in situ modeling is that while
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Fig. 10. In situ fuel cell simulation: (a) geometry and boundary constraints and (b) applied water content and temperature loading.

Fig. 11. Typical stress contours during hygro-thermal cyclic loading: (a) hydrated, (b) dried. Top: �11, bottom: �22.
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Fig. 12. Typical plastic strain contours during hygro-therma

he hydration process causes swelling strains, the elastic and plas-
ic properties of the membrane are being reduced as a result of
he increase of the water content and temperature. Consequently,
imilar magnitude stress levels in the hydrated and dried states are

ikely to cause more plastic deformation in the hydrated state.

For completeness �33 and �12 contours are also included for
he hydrated and dried states (Fig. 13). �33, which results from the
lane strain boundary condition in the 3-direction, is quite sim-

lar to �11. �33 is compressive throughout the membrane in the

Fig. 13. Typical stress contours during hygro-thermal cyclic lo
ic loading: (a) hydrated and (b) dried. Top: εp
11, bottom: εp

22.

hydrated state and tensile throughout in the dried state. In both
states the stress is more positive (tensile) in the channel than in the
land. This reaffirms: (1) that the 1-direction constraint imposed by
the rigidity of the bipolar plates is equivalent to plane strain with

stress and strain variation arising from the 2-direction boundary
variation; and (2) that the in situ loading is biaxial. Although failure
is not explicitly modeled here it is useful to compare this biax-
ial stress, which is on the order of 10 MPa in the dried state, with
that shown to cause failure in the literature. Pressure blister tests

ading: (a) hydrated and (b) dried. Top: �33, bottom: �12.
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ig. 14. Typical hydrostatic pressure contours during hygro-thermal cyclic loading
eld at environmental state for 60 s.

onducted on NRE211 at 80 ◦C and 2%RH show that leaks occur at
round 100 s when the biaxial stress is held at 10 MPa and around
0,000 s when the biaxial stress is held at 2 MPa [15]. While these
nvironmental conditions do not match those used in the fuel cell
imulation, and the 2-direction stress may significantly contribute
o inhibiting failure, it is clear that the biaxial stresses reached dur-
ng in situ hygro-thermal cycling are large in comparison to the
atigue failure criteria. The shear stress �12 is at a maximum right
round the land/channel interface however, it is negligible in com-
arison to the normal stresses in both the hydrated and dried states.
12 never exceeds 0.2 MPa compared to 2 MPa typical for �22 and
0 MPa typical for �11 and �33.

In the literature, membrane failure is primarily discussed in
erms of either pinhole formation or membrane thinning (i.e.
1]). These arise from a combination of mechanical and chem-
cal damage and are presumably coupled in their development,
ut nominally, one could affiliate pinhole formation with some
orm of cavitation or crazing event resulting from negative hydro-
tatic pressure [16]. Focus will now be directed to the negative
ydrostatic pressure as an indicator of potential membrane failure.
he pressure evolution will be followed through a single hydra-
ion/drying cycle and then through multiple cycles as a function of
ydrating and drying rates and hold times at each state. The pres-
ure develops similarly to the �11 stress; in the hydrated state the
ressure is positive (compressive) and in the dried state the pres-
ure is negative (tensile). Typical contours for these two states are
hown in Fig. 14a and b top. In the hydrated state the pressure
s greatest under the land. In the dried state there is a negative

ressure concentration that develops just inside the channel; this

s where cavitation or crazing would be expected to occur. Fig. 15
hows the pressure history in the membrane in the channel region
ust outside the land where the maximum negative value occurs
nd also shows the history of �11 in this same area, revealing the
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ig. 15. Evolution of stress values at the concentrated location just inside the channel du
0 s (a) negative hydrostatic pressure (b) �11.
ydrated and (b) dried. top: when environmental state first reached, bottom: after

cycling between compressive and tensile states. The pressure in
this region cycles from ∼4 MPa in the hydrated state to ∼–8 MPa in
the dried state. In both the hydrated and dried states the pressure
relaxes with time and becomes more uniform as the membrane
is held at constant environmental conditions (Fig. 14a and,b bot-
tom). The time scale of this relaxation is linked to the intrinsic
relaxation of the material as characterized in uniaxial experiments.
Most of the relaxation occurs over the first 30 s with the pressure
approaching a steady state. Since the pressure has its greatest nega-
tive value immediately after drying/cooling is finished, the pressure
at this point in the first and tenth cycles will be used to track the
effect of ramp rate and hold time on pressure of the in situ mem-
brane (Fig. 16). Increasing the ramp time (decreasing the ramp rate)
decreases the peak pressure for both the first and tenth cycles as
this increases the time the membrane has to relax in response to
the applied hygro-thermal load. Increasing the hold time increases
the peak pressure for the first cycle but decreases the peak pressure
for the tenth cycle. This counterintuitive result can be explained by
the fact that relaxation that occurs in the hydrated state will drive
the magnitude of the negative pressure to increase while relaxation
that occurs in the dried state will drive the magnitude of the neg-
ative pressure to decrease, at the first cycle negative peak only the
former will have occurred. Across the board the tenth cycle pressure
is below that of the initial cycle.

In accelerated mechanical lifetime testing, a particular relative
humidity and temperature cycle is applied to the membrane within
the fuel cell. It is assumed that these short cycles are equivalent
to operating cycles, but it is unclear whether this is an effective

method of assessing mechanical durability of a membrane [15].
These in situ simulations show that in order to properly repro-
duce the peak pressure, the ramp up and ramp down times in the
accelerated test must match the startup and shutdown times in
an operational fuel cell. The choice of hold time is less clear since
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ring hygro-thermal cyclic loading when ramped over 60 s and held at each state for
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ig. 16. Peak negative pressure in the membrane during the first and tenth cycle o
unction of hold time with 60 s ramp time.

his obviously cannot be matched to that of an actual fuel cell. The
ost extreme form of loading would be to hold at the hydrated

tate but not at the dried state; 60 s would probably be a sufficient
old time.

. Conclusions

The behavior of Nafion was explored via experiments under
artially constrained swelling conditions and via simulation under
artially constrained swelling and fuel cell constrained conditions.
three-dimensional hygro-thermal elastic–viscoplastic constitu-

ive model developed for Nafion based on uniaxial tensile data and
reviously shown to be valid for biaxial loading was used for the
imulations via a finite element implementation.

Bimaterial strip swelling was used to probe the partially con-
trained swelling behavior of Nafion. When the strip was hydrated
he membrane swelled causing the strip to curl with the mem-
rane on the convex side until the force from the membrane was
alanced by a moment in the GDL. A compressive plastic deforma-
ion occurs in the membrane which then results in a small tensile
tress upon drying which gives a slight curvature of the bilayer with
he membrane on the concave side after drying. The ratio between
he hydrated radii of the two bilayers with different thicknesses
f Nafion were found to agree with those predicted by a simple
odification of the Stoney formula which relies on the assumption

hat the entire membrane has yielded. The hydrated and dried radii
ere found to agree with the finite element simulation predictions

or two thicknesses of Nafion to within experimental error.
The model was then used to simulate a simplified fuel cell cycle.

he particular hygro-thermal cycles chosen were not meant to
recisely duplicate those of an operating fuel cell, but rather to
emonstrate the power of a three dimensional constitutive model
nd assess potential mechanical damage mechanisms. Simulations
f this nature are useful in guiding startup and shutdown proce-
ures for fuel cells, for designing/validating potential procedures
or accelerated lifetime testing, and for designing alternative fuel
ell geometries. The findings of previous researchers were con-
rmed that a tensile stress arises in the plane of the membrane
pon drying. Further, a negative hydrostatic pressure develops in
he channel suggesting a driving force for cavitation or crazing.

study of the effect of ramp rate and hold time revealed a sig-
ificant time dependence of the pressure, which is not surprising

iven the significant rate dependence observed for Nafion under
niaxial mechanical loading. The model could be further strength-
ned with the inclusion of a set of failure criteria. Many researchers
ave begun to evaluate membrane failure including such methods
s strain to break [17], knife slit [18], trouser tear, double edged

[

[
[

Hold Time(s)

o-thermal cyclic loading (a) as a function of ramp time with 60 s hold time (b) as a

notched tension [19], creep rupture [20], and pressure-loaded blis-
ter test [15,21]. With further advancements information from one
or several of these could be incorporated into the constitutive
model.
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